Wooden Nickel Wall Hanging
24” x 30”
Shop Hop 2017

Fabric Requirements:

Eastern border of Nebraska. Distance
from top dot to bo om dot should be
approx. 8 3/4”. Reduce or enlarge
accordingly if your copy is oﬀ.

Fat quarter for center fabric (script) &
corner blocks (16 two-inch squares)
1/2 yd. for border (black or blue floral)
1/8 yd. for piped inner border (dk. taupe)
Corner Blocks:
1/6 yd. light
1/8 yd. medium (taupe or cheddar)
1/8 yd. dark (black or blue)
1/4 yd. for binding
Sewing Instruction:

Cut a 12 1/2” x 18 1/2” rectangle of script for the center panel keeping it square
with the print. Mark dots on the rectangle as shown with a removable marking pencil
measuring from the outer edges of the rectangle. Connect the dots with lines to
from the shape of Nebraska. Use the diagram on this page to make the eastern border.
Stitch the outline in dark brown with a machine triple stitch or with a straight stitch
putting two threads through the needle. You may also embroider by hand.
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For the inner piping, cut the dark taupe into two 1 1/4” strips. Cut the strips into two 12 1/2” lengths and two 18
1/2” lengths. Fold and press each strip lengthwise with wrong sides together. Using the 12 1/2” lengths, match
the raw edges with the sides of the center panel and machine baste in place within the 1/4” seam allowance.
Baste the top and bottom piping in place in the same manner crossing over the side
borders.
Make the four corner squares according to the directions on the block pattern.

Fold Edge

Cut the outer border according to the diagram below. You have a little wiggle room to
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center the flowers in the borders.
6 1/2” x 18 1/2”

With right sides together, sew the 12 1/2” borders to the sides of the
panel with a 1/4” seam allowance. Add a corner square to each end of

6 1/2” x 18 1/2”

the top and bottom border. Sew to the top and bottom of the center
panel.
Quilt as desired and bind. Glue the nickels to the quilt or drill holes in

them with a small drill bit and sew on like a button.

